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Featuring:

- New Msio World special

- Cheap flight adventure to Malta
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Here are 
some pics of 
an very small 
Kone 
Minispace Lift. 
It only got 3 
Ropes and is 
based on the 
4.th 
Generation 
Ecodisc. It got 
the NMX07 
Hoisting 
machine and 
the 
LCECPU561. 
Minispace 
Lifts are never 
MRL
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This month we have the New Msio World special.  Let's take a look at the best 
comments that New Msio World has left on various lift filmers videos.  New Msio 
World’s comments are always very random, and we love randomness (we called 
our group the Moo Cow diarrhea tasting club!), the more unexpectedly random 
something is the better!  

There is always prize money to be won

Just look at the credits list.  I never knew so 
many celebrities were involved with lift videos.

And apparently Konami owns the copyright of 
all lift videos.

Remember, the more random the better!
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Some people do not understand pure randomness, but we love it!  We also like to be 
random and attempt to comment back something just as good, but our randomness 
will never come close to New Msio World’s
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You can’t beat “Fuck the duck until exploded”.  It is the most random comment 
I have ever had.  What comment could possibly beat this!  Nobody could beat 
this for randomness!

Yes, I definitely am!
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The old painted counterweight was very angry 
with Mr Wilbert for painting him. He says his 
life has been so shite since the day of his 
painting. He was disgraced and wanted to 
smash Mr Wilberts head in for painting him. 
His bricks have been stuck since the paint has 
been holding them together.

Last week Mr Shaftlight was upset and depressed 
because there was an arse set ontop of him which 
depressed his light diffuser and damaged his light 
bulb. A few days later Bob Gherkin came to the 
rescue and installed a 3W cold white SMD style LED 
into his fixture. He also received a small cooling fan 
which blew his farts out of the light fixture. 
Passengers started complaining about the foul smell 
of lightbulb farts. “It smells like Diarrhea”. Mr 
shaftlight would also randomly turn off on engineers 
which caused an engineer to collapse and fall in the 
counterweight. The counterweight squeed the 
engineer until his hartcase broke causing the 
engineer extreme relief. Since then Mr shaftlight has 
been farting and turning off randomly on engineers.
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Unicorn Guy had been watching in and out challenges on youtube.  This is where people 
cycle around shopping centers and get chased by security.  This gave Unicorn guy an idea!  
Unicorn Guy ran into Pink Horseys stable and woke him up.  “I have an amazing idea!” 
yelled Unicorn Guy, “lets drive our bus through the Hexagon shopping center”.  They both 
ran to their bus, and after having an argument about who is driving and who is filming, they 
then drove to the shopping center.  The rear entrance to the center is an open space large 
enough for a bus to fit through.  Unicorn Guy drove the bus into the shopping center and 
Pink Horsey leaned out the doors and shouted “OI SECURITY! LOOK AT US!”.  Unicorn 
Guy drove the bus at speed through the shopping center.  But there was a problem.  
Everyone in the shopping center did not realise it was an in and out challenge.  They all 
thought it was a terrorist attack.  Everyone screamed and ran as they thought Unicorn Guy 
wanted to run them over.  After this the police armed response unit came.  At this point 
Unicorn Guy was driving out of the shopping center.  Pink Horsey and Unicorn Guy found 
themselves in another police chase.  This was their second police chase this week.  They 
did the same thing as they did last time and drove over the raising bollard.  And to their 
amazement, this worked for a second time.  The police had to drive the long way round.  
They had lost the police, and they managed to get home without being caught.  The police 
were once again searching for them all night.  Unicorn Guy knew that they couldn’t risk 
another police chase as the police would be ready for them next time.

Pink Horsey and Unicorn Guy were driving around in their bright pink bus as usual. Unicorn 
Guy’s mum had found his spare tins of pink paint and was asking too many questions.  “I told 
you we should have kept the paint in your stable” said Unicorn Guy.  “My stable is not a paint 
shed” replied Pink Horsey.  They had driven to London and it was midnight.  Then they saw 
the Docklands light railway.  “Those trains would be much nicer in pink” said Pink Horsey, so 
they sneaked into the DLR depot with their pink paint and painted a train.  A worker saw 
them and called the police.  Pink Horsey and Unicorn Guy ran back to their bus and drove 
away.  The police gave chase.  Unicorn Guy was very scared and drove down the bus only 
road with the rising bollard.  After they drove over it, the bollard raised, and the police 
couldn’t get through (none of them could remember which of their keys made the bollard go 
down).  There were 5 police cars chasing them and they drove around to the other end of the 
bus only road, but this took them awhile to drive around as traffic was heavy.  Unicorn Guy 
had lost the police and floored the bus back home and parked it in the usual spot in Pink 
Horseys stable.  All night the police were searching for them. 
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Milo t.k’s page

Moocow Trains

Hello again i am milo and in this issue i will be 
showing pictures to the update to the layout and i will 
be showing my character versions

So here's my character versions

 Beta                        alpha                        v1               v2               v3a ‘concept’  v3b afro                           

In December 2017 i made a layout and on the last issue i showed the pics 
of them and a lot has changed with the clay removal and platform 
demolitions which were built badly so im gonna get hornby made platforms 
and where the old station was im gonna build a depot and here is the map 
diagram for it.



Abandoned Buildings:
Abandoned buildings can be found almost anywhere in the world, even the sahara 
desert, it is really a big gamble when you goto one because you don't know if 
there's a way to get into it because the council likes to go and seal up all the 
entrances and the chavs hangout out there and vandalise it to a point where it 
doesn't even look like a building. Although it can be hard to find a way into the 
building (or whatever it is) that is the fun because ur searching for the way in and 
then when you get in you have a building to yourself that has this creepy vibe 
because a building that should be full of people is completely empty.

UNDERGROUND:
Underground is not for people with fears of spiders or if u have claustrophobia 
because there are alot of tight spaces that you sometimes even have to crawl to. 
The usual thing people do on underground urbex is going through storm drains 
which are usually bendy and have many ways that you can get lost, people will 
draw maps so then can explore. In places where there is no storm drains there are 
historical tunnels like the catacombs in Paris, people dedicate their life to that.

ROOFING:
Roofing is for people that love the adrenaline rush, it is probably the most popular 
because you can do it almost anywhere because almost all building have a roof. 
People such as photographers get some very good pictures of the city from 
another perspective. The access to the roof will usually be from the fire exit 
staircase or through the service areas.
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This months Dorito pics!
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This month I went on a cheap 
flight adventure to Malta.

Malta was very interesting and 
is full of abandoned buildings.

In February, Malta is out of 
season and is very much a 
different sort of holiday to in the 
summer.
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As I seem to have 
a gift for choosing 
shit hotels, Malta 
was no exception.

We stayed at a 
very cheap hote.  It 
was £100 each  for 
5 nights, breakfast, 
and flights.

The outdoor pool was too cold at 
this time of year and the indoor 
pool was horrid.  For a moment it 
looked very nice, then the smell 
hits you.  It smelt very stale and 
disgusting.

The pool was switched off and 
seemed to have been switched off 
for a very long time.  These 
pictures make it look clean, but it 
wasn’t.  The bottom of the pool is 
covered in debris.  Also they 
wanted you to pay for a towel to 
use this pool, despite being a guest 
here.

I still can’t believe a swimming 
pool could be this bad.  I have 
never known a pool to smell like 
this.  If they repaired their 
equipment and drained and 
refilled the pool it would be very 
nice here.
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After the 
disappointment of 
our hotel’s pool, I 
decided to go and 
sneak into 
someone else's 
pool.  But not just 
any pool, a luxury 
5 star hotel pool!

The outdoor pools were too cold, but 
the indoor pool was perfect.  
Everything was ever so nice here.

There was a reception desk to this 
pool, but the staff didn’t seem to 
think anything of it as I casually 
walked past.  They all assumed I 
was staying here.

I didn’t even have a hotel towel 
like everyone else, but still 
nobody noticed me!
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This vehicle crane is very 
safe!

Yes, it is definitely very 
very safe!

The landscape in Malta is 
very different to back home

Most of the lifts here were very cheap
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Most of the lifts 
in Mata were 
very cheap.  
There were a 
couple of old 
lifts, and a 
couple of 
Ecodiscs and 
Otises, but 
most lifts were 
cheap shit.

And when I say 
cheap I mean very 
very cheap.

Cheap lift surfing 
time!
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Malta used to be famous for their 
buses, well not anyone.  There 
used to be loads of old buses in 
Malta but today all of the buses are 
modern and there only a few types 
of bus here.

Here is an Otokar bus

The King Long buses had nice 
sounding ZF gearboxes.
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In Valletta they 
were installing 
an around town 
art exhibition.

Valletta, the 
capital of Malta 
at night night 
time.

This lift was very 
dodgy on 
inspection.  It 
opened its doors 
at a floor.  It 
took me a long 
time to get it to 
close the doors.  
I thought I was 
stuck on top.
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THE END


